Opportunity KNOCKS many times...

An interview can be easily arranged through Student Placement Office, Mr. R. M. Oppurnti
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The wool in his socks - even the lacquer on his skis - were also more pliant with
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PH atoms dropped a rough-and-tough contest to Army last Saturday on Geiger

Memorial Rink. The final score of 6-0 in no way resembled the fight put up by the

Martians who were facing one of the strongest teams on the sched-

ule without the services of Captain Bov Goodison who was injured early in the game. Outmanned but not out-

fought was the story throughout the game as the West Pointers slipped in 2 goals in the first period and three more in both the second and third periods.

Goalie Dick McCabe had another busy day in the nets as he was called

to make over 35 saves compared to eight for the Army goalie.

Outstanding elsewhere for Techwere Al Halter '57 who moved into Goodison's position and showed a lot of battle and drive and Bill Salmon '57 and Karl Delrey '58 who turned in their usual marathon jobs on de-

fense. The quality of the Army team is revealed by the fact that they scored only 1 goal, one of the nation's top

teams, by only a one-goal margin-

ing and fast, the Cadets were able to capitalize on some beautiful long shots Saturday as well as several breakaways.

The first period saw MIT battle with a three-goal lead after leading 2-0 and
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EIEO RESEARCH works wonders with oil

Laces and leathers and dozens of things

Ski boots lace better, stay safety-tight. They do so because the roshide leather has been made tougher,

yet more plant with a special oil perfected by Esso Research. The leather in the skier's boots,

the wood in his socks - even the lacquer on his skiis - were also made better with the help of

products derived from oil. ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil.